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Systematic mapping of protein–protein interactions, or ‘interactome’ mapping, was initiated in model organisms, starting with
defined biological processes1,2 and then expanding to the scale of
the proteome3–7. Although far from complete, such maps have
revealed global topological and dynamic features of interactome
networks that relate to known biological properties8,9, suggesting
that a human interactome map will provide insight into development and disease mechanisms at a systems level. Here we describe
an initial version of a proteome-scale map of human binary
protein–protein interactions. Using a stringent, high-throughput
yeast two-hybrid system, we tested pairwise interactions among
the products of ,8,100 currently available Gateway-cloned open
reading frames and detected ,2,800 interactions. This data set,
called CCSB-HI1, has a verification rate of ,78% as revealed by an
independent co-affinity purification assay, and correlates significantly with other biological attributes. The CCSB-HI1 data set
increases by ,70% the set of available binary interactions within
the tested space and reveals more than 300 new connections to
over 100 disease-associated proteins. This work represents an
important step towards a systematic and comprehensive human
interactome project.
Our working definition of a human interactome map is the
complete collection of binary protein–protein interactions detectable
in one or more exogenous assay. This definition excludes dynamic
and functional properties of these interactions (Supplementary
Data I). Thus, we treat interactome maps as ‘scaffold’ information,
from which increasingly detailed and reliable biological models can
be generated by integrating other functional genomic and proteomic
data sets10 (Supplementary Data II).
The currently available information on the human interactome
network originates from either literature-curated (LC) interactions11–15, or from ‘interologs’ (that is, potential interactions
predicted from interactome data available for model organisms
given evolutionary conservation of two known partners)2,16. This
information needs to be complemented by systematic experimental
mapping approaches that are: (1) not biased towards any particular
biological interest (that is, without ‘inspection bias’), as is the case for

LC data sets; (2) more complete; and (3) supported by experiments
rather than predictions. We are mapping the human interactome
network systematically in successive versions, with each version
defined by the availability of recombinationally cloned open reading
frames (ORFs) in the human ‘ORFeome’17.
In this initial version, we use human ORFeome v1.1 (ref. 17), a
resource containing ,8,100 Gateway-cloned ORFs (generated using
the Mammalian Gene Collection, as previously described17) that
correspond to ,7,200 distinct protein-coding genes (Supplementary
Table S1). Thus, our initial ‘search space’ (Space-I) encompasses
protein pairs encoded by a 7,200 £ 7,200 matrix of genes. Future
interactome versions can be generated by successively increasing the
search space as additional versions of the human ORFeome become
available (Supplementary Data III). Accepting a total of ,22,000
protein-coding genes in the human genome18 and excluding polymorphic and splice variants, Space-I corresponds to ,10% of the
total search space for a comprehensive human interactome map
(Fig. 1a). Currently, 4,067 binary LC interactions are available in
Space-I (LCI interactions; Supplementary Table S2).
Our high-throughput yeast two-hybrid system is highly specific,
benefiting from the following features, which were not uniformly
present in earlier large-scale studies: relatively low levels of expression
of both Gal4 DNA-binding domain (DB) and Gal4 activation
domain (AD) hybrid proteins (DB-X and AD-Y, or DB-ORF and
AD-ORF); three different yeast two-hybrid inducible reporter genes;
and a plasmid-shuffling counter selection to eliminate systematically
de novo auto-activators19 (Supplementary Data IV). We tested each of
the ,8,100 individual DB-X proteins against 45 mini-libraries, each
containing a pool of 188 AD-Y fusion proteins (AD-188Ys), by
yeast-mating in a 96-well format (Fig. 1a). Such small pools
offer high sensitivity, because positive clones are less likely to be
masked by other AD-Y clones within the same pool. Indeed, our
overall reproducibility rate was ,55%, close to that observed in
proteome-scale affinity purification followed by mass spectrometry
experiments20 (Supplementary Data V).
In our Space-I yeast two-hybrid matrix, we identified ,65,000
primary positive colonies, of which 12,251 scored positive after
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stringent phenotype testing; that is, we only retained clones that were
positive for at least two yeast two-hybrid reporter assays and we
controlled for auto-activation (Fig. 1a). Both DB-X and AD-Y
fragments from these two-reporter-positive colonies were amplified
by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and sequenced to generate
10,597 pairs of interaction sequence tags (ISTs) (Supplementary
Fig. S1a). We then collapsed yeast two-hybrid ISTs corresponding
to the same pair of genes and removed lower confidence interactions
(Supplementary Data VI). This resulted in a data set containing 2,754
yeast two-hybrid interactions—the Center for Cancer Systems
Biology Human Interactome version 1 (CCSB-HI1) (Supplementary
Fig. S1a and Supplementary Table S2. All data is publicly available
(Supplementary Data VII). In all, CCSB-HI1 provides interaction
information for 1,549 proteins, ,21% of the proteins tested in
Space-I.

To measure the specificity of CCSB-HI1, we considered technical
and biological false positives separately (Supplementary Data VIII).
Technical false positives arise from experimental errors that can and
should be avoided. To estimate our technical false positive rate,
representative samples of interactions were verified by in vivo coaffinity purification glutathione S-transferase (GST) pull-down assay
in human 293T cells (Supplementary Data IX). The verification rates
for co-affinity purification were ,78% for yeast two-hybrid-only
interactions, ,62% for LCI-only interactions and ,81% for interactions present in both LCI and yeast two-hybrid data sets (Fig. 1b; see
also Supplementary Fig. S1b, c and Supplementary Tables S2 and S3).
Given these results and the fact that co-affinity purification GST pulldown assays are not perfectly sensitive, we argue that CCSB-HI1 is
largely free of technical false positives, and comparable in reliability
to LCI interactions, supporting the validity of our improvements of

Figure 1 | Towards the generation of a proteome-scale human yeast twohybrid map. a, Schema of the high-throughput yeast two-hybrid pipeline.
Individual steps (middle column) and representative examples (flanking left
and right columns) are indicated. The top panel of the left column
represents the matrix of all protein pairs. All available ORFs from human
ORFeome v1.1 were transferred into both DB and AD vectors by
recombinational cloning (middle panel of left column). The top panel of the
right column shows the mating process, with each bait mated to individual
pools of 188 AD-ORFs. Initial phenotypic testing evaluated growth of
diploid cells on selective medium in response to enhanced levels of the
GAL1::HIS3 selective marker (bottom panel of left column). All positive
diploids from phenotyping no. 1 (red circles) were subsequently tested for
activation of both GAL1::HIS3 and GAL1::lacZ reporter genes. Autoactivators were identified by growth on medium containing cycloheximide
(bottom panels of left and right columns). Positive colonies from
phenotyping no. 2 (outlined in red) were isolated and used to PCR-amplify
both DB-ORF and AD-ORF fragments for sequencing. b, Verification of
yeast two-hybrid interactions by co-affinity purification assays. Fifteen
representative examples of co-affinity purification-positive assays are

shown. The middle and bottom panels show expression controls of
Myc–prey and GST–bait fusion proteins, respectively. Each lane pair in the
top panels shows presence or absence of Myc–prey fusions after affinity
purification, demonstrating binding to GST–bait fusion proteins (þ) or to
GST alone (2). The Table summarizes the data obtained for four different
classes of protein pairs. ‘Y2H and LCI’ describes interactions reported in
both the yeast two-hybrid and LCI data sets. ‘Y2H/LCI-negative’ describes
pairs of proteins that were not reported to interact either in the yeast twohybrid or in the LCI data sets. Rows indicate the total number of interactions
tested and considered for scoring (Total), the number of interactions not
verified by co-affinity purification (co-AP2), the number of interactions
verified by co-affinity purification (co-APþ), the proportion of co-affinity
purification-positive interactions (success rate), and the adjusted success
rate (which accounts for the observation that one-third of all co-affinity
purification experiments yield an apparently positive result without regard
to whether or not the protein pair truly interacts; see Supplementary Data
IX). Identities, lane positions and scoring of all protein pairs tested by
co-affinity purification are provided in Supplementary Tables S2 and S3.
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the yeast two-hybrid methodology. Estimating biological false positive interactions, which are genuinely observed in one or more assay
but do not occur in vivo, is more difficult. We partially addressed this
by examining the correlation of CCSB-HI1 data with other biological
information (see below).
To measure the sensitivity of CCSB-HI1, we selected two highconfidence subsets from among all 4,067 LCI direct binary interactions. LCI-core contains 624 interactions supported by at least two
PubMed entries. LCI-hypercore contains 275 interactions supported
by at least two PubMed entries and present in at least two curated
databases (Supplementary Table S2). Overall, the fractions of LCI, LCIcore and LCI-hypercore interactions found in CCSB-HI1 are 2.3%,
4.6% and 8.4%, respectively (Fig. 2a). These overlaps are larger than
expected by chance (P , 6 £ 10256) and are similar to those found
for interactome maps in Caenorhabditis elegans and Drosophila
melanogaster7,21. That the fraction of CCSB-HI1 interactions increases
markedly with increasingly confident subsets of LCI suggests that
literature-derived interactions are variable in quality and should not
necessarily be interpreted as a ‘gold standard’. Because Space-I represents ,10% of the human network (without accounting for
alternative splice variants), and because we detected ,10% of LCIhypercore interactions, we conclude that the CCSB-HI1 data set
contains ,1% of the human interactome (Supplementary Data X).

We represented the union of all CCSB-HI1 and LCI interactions in
a network graph in which nodes are proteins and edges are interactions. The main component of this network contains 2,784 nodes
and 6,438 edges (Fig. 2b), and shows interactions largely segregated
into two neighbourhoods: one enriched for CCSB-HI1 interactions
(red edges) and the other enriched for LCI interactions (blue edges).
To explore this hypothesis, we calculated, for each node, the fraction
of yeast two-hybrid edges within paths of length 1, 2 and 3 (that is,
within ‘1-hop’, ‘2-hop’ and ‘3-hop’ neighbourhoods). The distribution of this fraction (Fig. 2c; see also Supplementary Fig. S2)
confirms the evidence-type segregation apparent in Fig. 2b. One
explanation for this phenomenon is that different biases exist in the
CCSB-HI1 and LCI data sets. For example, certain protein classes
(such as those involved in cancer) are studied more extensively
than others, resulting in an inherent inspection bias in LC data
(Supplementary Table S4). Furthermore, the methodologies used to
detect interactions (including yeast two-hybrid) each have different
biases for example, under-representation of membrane proteins
(Supplementary Data X).
The novelty of CCSB-HI1 interactions was evaluated by systematically searching the PubMed and Google Scholar literature databases for co-occurrence of the corresponding gene symbols. More
than 85% of the CCSB-HI1 pairs (as compared with only 25% of

Figure 2 | Overlap of CCSB-HI1 with existing literature-curated (LC)
data. a, Overlap between CCSB-HI1 and LC interactions in Space-I (LCI).
The top, middle and bottom panels represent the overlap between
CCSB-HI1 and LCI, LCI-core and LCI-hypercore, respectively. b, Network
graph of the union of all CCSB-HI1 and LCI interactions. Proteins are shown
as yellow nodes and CCSB-HI1 and LCI interactions are shown as red and
blue edges, respectively. Blue edges with increasing thickness indicate
LCI-non-core, LCI-core and LCI-hypercore, respectively. The apparent
banding pattern of the yellow nodes is an artefact of the graph layout
algorithm (Supplementary Data). Importantly, the layout algorithm was not
informed by type of supporting evidence and therefore does not explain the

evident separation of blue and red edges. c, Bias in 2-hop network
neighbourhood for either CCSB-HI1 or LCI interactions. The frequency of
nodes with a given proportion of CCSB-HI1 interactions in their 2-hop
neighbourhood is depicted for the interactome network graph in b (solid
curve) and for a network in which the types of supporting evidence (CCSBHI1 or LCI) are randomly permuted among edges (dashed curve). The solid
curve indicates that most of the proteins in the network of b have either only
CCSB-HI1 or only LCI interactions in their 2-hop neighbourhood. In
contrast, neighbourhoods are well mixed when evidence labels are randomly
permuted among edges.
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Table 1 | Overlap of protein interactions with other gene- or protein-pair characteristics
Protein pairs

All possible within Space-I
CCSB-HI1
LCI
LCI-core
LCI-non-core

Share mouse phenotype

Have correlated expression

F(C)

P-value

F(C)

P-value

F(C)

P-value

0.128
0.257
0.336
0.471
0.306

NA
2.53 £ 1023
4.91 £ 10243
7.53 £ 10220
2.54 £ 10227

0.086
0.115
0.146
0.137
0.147

NA
1.14 £ 1024
9.05 £ 10220
3.77 £ 1023
3.65 £ 10218

0.063
0.130
0.204
0.243
0.198

NA
2.14 £ 1027
5.45 £ 10256
3.57 £ 10212
7.78 £ 10246

Protein pairs

All possible within Space-I
CCSB-HI1
LCI
LCI-core
LCI-non-core

Share upstream motif

Share GO component

Share GO function

Share GO process

F(C)

P-value

F(C)

P-value

F(C)

P-value

0.059
0.488
0.656
0.870
0.610

NA
1.49 £ 10228
6.47 £ 102139
5.90 £ 10243
3.84 £ 102100

0.021
0.250
0.228
0.270
0.218

NA
5.49 £ 10220
5.72 £ 102120
1.70 £ 10232
1.33 £ 10289

0.036
0.233
0.410
0.616
0.368

NA
2.68 £ 10228
1.74 £ 102405
3.40 £ 102137
4.03 £ 102280

F(C) represents the fraction of gene- or protein-pairs (defined for each row) the given characteristic C. Assessed characteristics include shared mouse phenotype, shared upstream motif,
correlated expression30 and shared Gene Ontology annotation. ‘All possible within Space-I’ represents all possible gene- or protein-pairs in Space-I for which information regarding C is
available. For each analysis of a shared characteristic, only gene- or protein-pairs for which both members had some annotation for that characteristic were considered. For analysis of
correlated expression, only gene pairs with expression measurements for both genes were considered.

Figure 3 | Interaction network of disease-associated CCSB-HI1
proteins. The network has 121 OMIM disease-associated proteins (green
nodes) and 424 CCSB-HI1 interactions involving them (red edges), along
with known LC interactions (solid blue edges represent binary LCI
interactions and dashed blue edges represent non-binary interactions).
4

Proteins without an OMIM disease association are depicted as yellow nodes,
and blue edges with increasing thickness indicate LCI-non-core, LCI-core
and LCI-hypercore interactions, respectively. We note that 94 out of the 424
CCSB-HI1 interactions involve the Ewing sarcoma related protein (EWSR1;
also known as EWS).
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LCI pairs) showed no linkage of the corresponding gene symbols
(Supplementary Fig. S3). These results indicate that most of our yeast
two-hybrid interactions are novel.
To determine whether messenger RNAs corresponding to interacting protein pairs are likely to be co-expressed, we used Pearson
correlation coefficients of the corresponding gene pairs in the
CCSB-HI1 and LCI data sets from four expression studies in diverse
human and mouse tissues (Supplementary Data XI). LCI pairs were
enriched for correlated expression in all four cases (P , 3 £ 10217)
and CCSB-HI1 pairs were enriched in three of the four cases
(P , 3 £ 1025) (Table 1; see also Supplementary Fig. S4a and
Supplementary Tables S2 and S5). In addition, CCSB-HI1 interactions are more enriched than would be expected by chance for (1)
presence of a common upstream DNA sequence that is conserved
across human, mouse, rat and dog genomes22 (P ¼ 1 £ 1024), (2)
orthologous genes in mouse having a specific phenotype in common23
(P ¼ 3 £ 1023), and (3) annotation with the same Gene Ontology
(GO) terms24 (P , 6 £ 10220 for all three GO branches) (Table 1; see
also Supplementary Tables S2 and S5 and Supplementary Data XI).
The higher likelihood of LCI interactions to share other biological
attributes is not surprising given inspection bias and potential
circularity where functional annotation has been derived from an
LCI interaction. That the CCSB-HI1 interaction pairs (which do not
have such biases) yield statistically significant correlation supports
their biological relevance. In all, 357 CCSB-HI1 interactions are
supported by at least one additional characteristic and thus represent
particularly appealing hypotheses of functional relatedness (Supplementary Fig. S4b). Lack of additional biological evidence is not an
argument against any interaction (Supplementary Data XII). Importantly, complementary information from the interactome and other
functional genomic data can be integrated to formulate biological
models25.
The CCSB-HI1 network has topological properties that are similar
to other sampled interactome networks, such as an approximately
power-law degree distribution, hierarchical organization and a
tendency for highly connected (hub) proteins to interact with
less highly connected proteins (Supplementary Data XIII and Supplementary Fig. S5a–d). Surprisingly, although the CCSB-HI1 network has a small characteristic path length, it does not exhibit high
clustering, seemingly contradicting findings from the sparsely
sampled networks of other organisms that protein interaction networks are ‘small world’6,7,26 (that is, have a short characteristic path
length and a high clustering coefficient). Possible explanations for
this apparent discrepancy are discussed in Supplementary Data XIII.
To gain an insight into the evolution of the interactome, we
classified proteins in the CCSB-HI1 network as ‘eukaryotic’,
‘metazoan’, ‘mammalian’ or ‘human’, and asked whether proteins
specific to different evolutionary classes tend to interact with one
another. The CCSB-HI1 network appears to be enriched for interactions between proteins of the same evolutionary class but not for
interactions between proteins from two different evolutionary classes
(Supplementary Table S6). This suggests that the human interactome
has evolved through the preferential addition of interactions
between lineage-specific proteins. Further investigation may provide
hypotheses for mechanisms underlying interactome evolution.
To detect densely connected subgraphs potentially representing
biological modules, we applied the MCODE graph clustering algorithm27 to the CCSB-HI1 and to the combined CCSB-HI1–LCI and
CCSB-HI1–LC networks (Supplementary Fig. S6, Supplementary
Table S7 and Supplementary Data XIV). We identified functionally
enriched MCODE complexes using FuncAssociate28. Out of 172
complexes (Supplementary Table S7) containing at least one
CCSB-HI1 interaction, we identified 102 in which at least one GO
term was significantly over-represented (P # 0.05), ten times the
number expected by chance alone. The enriched functional terms we
identified may also apply to unannotated proteins present in the
complex (‘guilt by association’ predictions).

CCSB-HI1 represents a repository of novel biological hypotheses
for genes implicated in human diseases. We compared all CCSB-HI1
proteins to the list of genes associated with human diseases in
the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) database and
identified 424 interacting pairs for which at least one partner had
been previously associated with a human disease (Supplementary
Table S8). In a query of PubMed and Google Scholar, searching for
gene symbols, 352 of the 424 interaction pairs appeared to be new
based on the absence of any hit in either database. Along with 79 LC
interactions (including LCI and non-binary LC interactions) among
proteins in this space, the resulting network contains 484 interactions
among 417 proteins (Fig. 3).
In one example, we found an interaction between RTN4, a neurite
outgrowth inhibitor, and SPG21, the spastic paraplegia 21 protein.
Mutations in SPG21 cause an autosomal recessive motor disorder
called Mast syndrome. SPG21 protein localizes to intracellular
endosomal/trans-Golgi transportation vesicles and is thought to
function in protein transport and sorting. Although the function
of its interacting partner, RNT4, remains elusive, RNT4 belongs to a
family of proteins that localize to the endoplasmic reticulum and are
markers of neuroendocrine differentiation29. In addition, RNT4
shares two regulatory motifs with SPG21 that are conserved across
mammalian genomes22 and may have a role in Mast syndrome. This
and other examples (Supplementary Data XV) suggest that CCSBHI1 can be used to connect biological processes in order to understand further network and disease relationships.
Although the CCSB-HI1 data set is far from comprehensive, and
incomplete sampling limits conclusions regarding some network
properties, our data provide useful hypotheses and can guide further
studies of the expanded network. Currently, CCSB-HI1 is a static
graph. Eventually the dynamics of the human interactome network
will need to be considered to address where and when interactions
take place and how they are regulated. The functional consequences
of these physical interactions will also have to be studied to understand the logic of complex biological networks. Just as the first drafts
of the human genome changed strategies for disease gene identification, the emerging human interactome will greatly further the
understanding of human health and disease.
METHODS
The CCSB-HI1 data set was generated using a high-throughput version of the
yeast two-hybrid system. First, all 8,100 cloned ORFs of the human ORFeome
v1.1 were transferred from Entry clones to both AD and DB vectors by
Gateway recombinational cloning. Resulting constructs were transformed in
haploid yeast cells. After mating, diploids were tested on selective media for
their ability to grow in an AD-Y-dependent manner. The identity of the
interactors was determined after PCR amplification and sequencing of the AD
and DB inserts from positive colonies. Resulting interactions were re-tested by
the yeast two-hybrid system, individually, assessed for quality by co-affinity
purification assays and analysed for correlation with other biological information. For a detailed description of the various methods, see Supplementary
Data.
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